25 Sept 19

Scrappy Hat
Knit Flat
SIZE
Medium (Large)
FINISHED MEASUREMENTS
Medium W21cm, H21cm
Large
W24cm, H23cm
GAUGE
16sts over 10cm using 6mm needle

YARN
100g 8ply yarn held double
throughout
NEEDLES & NOTIONS
5.5mm & 6mm needles
Yarn needle
Pom-pom maker

ABBREVIATIONS
K knit
P purl
CO cast on
K2tog knit 2 sts together
P2tog purl 2 sts together
st(s) stitch(es)
rep repeat

SCRAPPY HAT is knit holding two strands of 8ply yarn together. Perfect to use up odds and ends of yarn.
You may choose to have one ball of yarn constant throughout and change the colours on the other strand.
Or change both strands randomly as you come to the end of a small ball or feel like changing colour.

INSTRUCTIONS
With 5.5mm needles and two colours of your
choice CO 64 (72) sts.
Row 1: K1, P1
Repeat for 7 more rows
Change to 6mm needles,
Work in stocking stitch with two colours held
together. Change one colour at a time whenever
you choose.
To change colour:
Pick up the new colour and knit 5 sts holding the
3 strands together. Cut the colour you were
finishing and continue knitting with one old
strand and one new strand. This means less
weaving in of strands later on.

Shape Crown
Row 1: [K6 (7), K2tog, PM] rep (8 sts decreased)
Row 2 and all even rnds: P
Row 3: [K until 2 sts before marker, K2tog] rep (8 sts
decresed)
Rep row 2+3 until 24 st remain
Next row: P1, P2tog (16sts)
Last row: K2tog (8sts)
Cut yarn, leaving a long tail. Thread through remaining
stitches, pull tight and fasten off.
Sew seam and weave in ends.
If desired, make a pompom using one or many of the
colours in the hat.
Sew a MGL tag to the brim of the beanie.

Continue until your work measures 16 (17) cm
from the cast on edge.
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